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This level of magic is what the latest generation of customers are expecting in terms of personalization,  
and it represents a real (not just a quantitative but a qualitative) shift, as explained in a Martech Today article. 
Personalized marketing had been largely limited to the communication that marketers sent out based on their 
own understanding of what customers would want. But this kind of guesswork doesn’t cut it in today’s age when 
“consumers tell us what they want — and how, where and when they want it.” 

“That holds for every form of marketing (search, social, content, email, display, digital) across the entire martech 
stack.” This is not just a Narcissistic fantasy. Just as Amazon’s recommendations for books and products or 
Netflix’s recommendations for movies are tailored for them, they expect their marketing messages to reflect their 
taste and personality. 

AI can enable marketers to deliver on those expectations because it can anticipate not just what customers would 
want to hear about but when and how they’d want to receive that communication. “With AI, such personalization 
can now be achieved with previously unimaginable precision and at vast scale,” insists H. James Wilson and Paul 
R. Daugherty.

The company that does that for music is Pandora. Delivering personalized music selections involves “billions of 
data points that are tracked across dozens of systems, including media servers, device clients, and ad servers.” 
To keep all that running smoothly, it needs to detect and address anomalies as they occur. It’s a tall order that is 
answered with an ML system with the capability to do just that in near real-time, something Pandora will also draw 
on in assuring its ads are performing as expected.
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Introduction

Using marketing automation without AI is like dancing without music,

Niraj Ranjan Rout, Hiver’s Founder, observed.

Sure, it works, but it won’t create the same magic.

“

“



This is what automated machine learning, usually referred to as AutoML, also sometimes referred to as self-supervision 
or self-training AI is all about. It is the crucial step in AI evolving from a capacity limited to mastery of a single task 
based on a training set to a capacity to absorb new data that it teaches itself. Without the “auto” capability, a data 
scientist familiar with both the kind of data that is drawn on and the type of model that would best work for the 
business purpose would have to be involved in determining the approach that yields the most accurate results. 

The result of that new ability for AI to self-train is that more businesses can tap into the benefits of machine 
learning without having to set aside the resources for a data science team that had been required for such an 
undertaking. Google explained it this way: “The goal of automating machine learning is to develop techniques for 
computers to solve new machine learning problems automatically, without the need for human machine learning 
experts to intervene on every new problem.”  

That is what has been holding some marketers back from tapping into the power of AI. According to The State 
of B2B Marketing Automation report, [download required] published by Econsultancy in association with Act-On, 
despite realizing its great benefits of marketing automation, for 50 percent, concern about “limited availability of 
skilled experience” was preventing them from adopting it. 

As Mazin Gilbert, vice president of advanced technology at AT&T Labs, explained in an interview,  “If every deployment 
of AI requires an army of PhDs to feed it and improve it month-by-month and year-by-year, you could only have 
limited deployments.” That is, indeed the case, according to, Dr. Ryohei Fujimaki, CEO and founder of dotData. 

Less human 
intervention required 
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He predicts an observable shift, from marketers relying primarily on rule-based marketing to innately  

intelligent marketing, where the marketer only sets the framework, and the AI takes it from there to 

create personalized messaging.

2019: 
the year AutoML takes off 

The way data science modeling has been done, 
Fujimaki explained in a KDNuggets article,

 

 
due to “the iterative nature of the process and the 
manual work that goes into data preparation and 
feature engineering.” Such projects take months  
to complete.

However, we are emerging from that laborious 
approach this year, Fujimaki predicts, when we  
will see “data science automation platforms” that 
will take mere days to capture business value from 
a task that just takes minutes to set up: “New data 
science automation platforms offer a single, seamless 
platform that enables companies to accelerate, 

democratize, and operationalize the entire data 
science process – from raw data through feature 
engineering to machine learning – eliminating the 
most time-consuming and labor- and skill-intensive 
tasks of data science.”

A case in point would be the experience of the technology 
company, Lenovo. When it sought to expand into Brazil, 
it turned to ML to plan based on accurate prediction 
of sales. However, its team there was bogged down 
by manual processes to carry them from algorithm 
selection through running the model, retraining it, and 
tweaking it to make it more accurate. They automated 
those steps, reducing the time model construction took 
from four weeks to just three days and, as Fujimaki 
predicted, took down the production time for the model 
from two days to a mere five minutes. The increased 
efficiency also brought in better results with accuracy 
rising from 80 to over 87 percent. 

Now that 2019 has arrived, so will truly automated marketing powered by AI. According to Bivas, this is the year 
in which we’ll see marketers tapping into the automation capability derived from ”adding extra layers of innate 
intelligence through machine learning and AI into their marketing stack.”  

With less human and manual input required, there is a much faster turnaround, creating a more efficient way for 
businesses to tap into the power of machine learning. Another big advantage is that it enables them to be more 
agile and responsive. 
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the scarcity of data science skills and 

resources limits the advancement of  

AI and ML projects“



Though we don’t yet have full automation, AI scientists 
have made some headway. They are now able to shift 
from wholly labelled data sets to at least some 
self-supervised training, as described in a recent 
ZDnet article. It detailed how researchers applied 
it to AI predicting 3D movement on the basis of 2D 
images. While this is not fully automated ML, it does 
demonstrate how automating even part of the process 
produces not just faster but better results. 

Some brands are already tapping into the power of 
AutoML through service providers to achieve much 
greater personalization. One of those services is 
IBM’s Watson Marketing. The AI-powered solution is 
not only capable of producing “thousands of relevant 
micro segments based on lifestyle, interests, purchase 
behavior, social behavior, life stage, location,” etc., 
but can even learn to identify when an individual has 
been wrongly categorized. For example, it found that 
one customer classified as “a male millennial travel 
enthusiast” was, in fact, his “55-year-old mother 
researching trips for her son.” Getting that straight 
allowed it to target that customer with the right 
offers for her.

Some early adopters of Google’s Cloud Auto ML have 
found ways to use it to improve their businesses as 
detailed here. Mike White, CTO and SVP, for Disney 
Consumer Products and Interactive Media said 
his company is using it to “build vision models to 
annotate our products with Disney characters, product 

categories, and colors.” That improves their search 
engine, delivering “more relevant search results, 
expedited discovery and product recommendations 
on shop Disney.” 
 
Alan Rosenwinkel, Data Scientist at Urban Outfitters 
said his company is considering its use “to automate 
the product attribution process by recognizing 
nuanced product characteristics like patterns and 
neckline styles.” As in the case of Disney, it would 
improve the search and recommendation results for 
shoppers.

A Google blog offered more examples from industries 
as diverse as publishing and real estate with its ability 
to take cues from both natural language and visual 
elements. Esfand Pourmand, Senior Vice President, 
Revenue of Hearst Newspapers, said, “AutoML Natural 
Language allows us to create custom models that 
meet our specific needs, with higher accuracy than 
other solutions we considered.” 

Neil Dholakia, Chief Product Officer, Keller Williams. 
“By training a custom model to recognize common 
elements of furnishings and architecture, customers 
can automatically search home listing photos for 
specific features like ‘granite countertops,’ or even 
more general styles like ‘modern.’”

What’s already 
underway
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A recent report, “The coming AI revolution in retail 
and consumer products,” put out by the National 
Retail Foundation in cooperation with IBM Institute for 
Business focused on the way intelligent automation is 
already in use and how it is anticipated to grow in the 
near future. Among its examples is Avenue Stores LLC.

The retail apparel chain hired a consultant to enable 
it to deliver personalized customer experiences and 
incentives in real time while customers are present in 
the store and so in “shopping mode.” Joseph Kassa, 
senior vice president of marketing for Avenue Stores, 
observed, that before they had to do things manually, 
that is “run data, analyze, build segments and then 
finally put a plan into action.”
 
For businesses that haven’t yet taken advantage of 
automation, the National Retail Foundation report 
advises that they embrace the paradigm shift enabled 
by digital transformation: “Be open to uncovering new 

capabilities and iteratively evaluate automated tasks 
and activities for opportunities to redesign processes 
using intelligent automation capabilities.” 

When selecting the platform to use, marketers 
should not just think of the present needs but 
longer term goals in terms of metrics and scale.  
This is where AutoML will play a particularly  
important role. As the report puts it, “This capability 
isn’t just about removing human activities from 
business processes, but rather shifting to a culture  
of speed, agility and innovation.” 

Through the implementation of AutoML, AI becomes 
a lot more accessible for businesses, empowering 
them to achieve this desired level of speed, agility, 
and innovation. For marketing that means a higher 
standard of personalization and engagement to meet 
not only the demands of today’s consumers but  
to adapt to those of consumers in the future.  

AutoML will power the 
AI revolution in marketing
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